University of Cincinnati College of Medicine Office of Research

News for the week of July 29, 2019

**UC Health Office of Clinical Research Educational Opportunity.**
Attend the next Clinical Research Educational Opportunity First Friday on Friday August 2, 2019 in the Radiology Conference Room, MSB E864 from 9 to 10:00 am. OCR Contracting Administrator Ashley Kirkpatrick, JD, will present on Indemnification: What it Means and What you Need to Know.

**Gallery of Awardees.**
Each month, the College of Medicine publicizes those faculty who have been awarded external grants of $100,000/yr. or more in direct costs in a Gallery of Awardees. This month the Gallery of Awardees recognizes Sakthivel Sadayappan, PhD, MBA, Agnes Luo, PhD, Ying Xia, PhD, Laura Ngwenya, MD, PhD. Please note that it may take 2-3 months before the Gallery of Awardees recognizes new awards due to the processing of data.

**The UC Cancer Institute is gearing up for Ride Cincinnati, on September 14-16th, 2019!**
Ride Cincinnati is a grassroots bike tour that raises money for life-saving cancer research. Five route options are available to appeal to all levels of cycling strength, from approximately 8 to 100 miles. 100% of every dollar raised by Ride Cincinnati riders, virtual riders and volunteers goes directly to fund cancer research at the University of Cincinnati Cancer Institute within the College of Medicine.

To date, Ride Cincinnati has been responsible for funding more than 37 research grants that have made significant advancements towards life-saving cancer treatments. With your help, we continue to design innovative research concepts that will make Cincinnati a leader in world-class cancer care. Join a team or check out our events leading up to the race!

---

**Content to submit?** Click here: [https://redcap.research.cchmc.org/surveys/?s=3CX994Y34W](https://redcap.research.cchmc.org/surveys/?s=3CX994Y34W)

---

**RESEARCH**-Updates to policy changes, pre and post grant information, internal opportunities from the Office of Research, landmark publications, opportunities for collaborations on multi-disciplinary grants, and other information not under purview of other electronic publications. This is not for advertising seminars, speakers, etc.

**CORES**-Notifications of new technologies in existing Cores, establishment of new Cores and instrumentation, calls for collaboration on instrumentation grants, information about Core offerings, and highlights of research facilitated by Core.

**EDUCATION**-Trainees successes/achievements and innovations and improvements in education facilities and resources related to research.

**CULTURE**-Activities or opportunities that reward, recognize, inspire collaboration, and support our research faculty, trainees, students, and staff.